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Abstract. To every Darboux integrable system there is an associated Lie group G which
is a fundamental invariant of the system and which we call the Vessiot group. This article
shows that solving the Cauchy problem for a Darboux integrable partial differential equation
can be reduced to solving an equation of Lie type for the Vessiot group G. If the Vessiot
group G is solvable then the Cauchy problem can be solved by quadratures. This allows
us to give explicit integral formulas, similar to the well known d’Alembert’s formula for the
wave equation, to the initial value problem with generic non-characteristic initial data.
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1 Introduction
The solution to the classical wave equation utt ´ uxx “ 0 with initial data up0, xq “ apxq
and utp0, xq “ bpxq is given by the well-known d’Alembert’s formula
upt, xq “ 1
2
`
apx´ tq ` apx` tq˘` 1
2
ż x`t
x´t
bpξqdξ. (1.1)
In this article we characterize a broad class of differential equations where the solution to the
Cauchy problem can be expressed in terms of the initial data by quadratures as in (1.1).
The family of equations which we identify that can be solved in this manner are a subset
of the partial differential equations known as Darboux integrable equations. The results we
present here are for the classical case of a scalar Darboux integrable equation in the plane but
we also illustrate how these results do hold in the more general case of a Darboux integrable
exterior differential system. An example of such an equation is the non-linear hyperbolic PDE
in the plane
uxy “ uxuy
u´ x.
With initial data given along y “ x by upx, xq “ fpxq and uxpx, xq “ gpxq we find that the
analogue to (1.1) (in null coordinates) is
u “ x` `fpyq ´ y˘eşyxGptqdt ` e´ şx0 Gptqdtˆż y
x
e
şs
0Gptqdtds
˙
,
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where
Gptq “ gptq
t´ fptq .
A fundamental invariant of a Darboux integrable system, called the Vessiot group, was intro-
duced in [4]. The Vessiot group G is a Lie group which plays an essential role in the analysis of
many of the geometric properties of Darboux integrable equations [1, 3]. This is also true when
solving the Cauchy problem for these systems as can be seen by the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let F px, y, u, ux, uy, uxx, uxy, uyyq “ 0 be a hyperbolic PDE in the plane. If F
por its prolongationq is Darboux integrable then the initial value problem can be solved by inte-
grating an equation of fundamental Lie type for the Vessiot group G. If G is simply connected
and solvable, then the initial value problem can be solved by quadratures.
Theorem 1.1 can be viewed as a generalization of the classical theorem of Sophus Lie on
solving an ordinary differential equation by quadratures [15]. This theorem states that the
general solution, or the solution to the initial value problem, of an nth order ordinary differential
equation with an n-dimensional solvable symmetry group can be solved by quadratures. While
this classical result on integrating ODE’s has motivated our work, there is one fundamental
difference between this classical result for ODE and Theorem 1.1. In Theorem 1.1 the group G
is not a symmetry group of the PDE F “ 0.
In [8] it is shown how the initial value problem for Darboux integrable hyperbolic systems can
be solved using the Frobenius theorem. The approach we take here is quite different. By using
the quotient representation for Darboux integrable hyperbolic Pfaffians systems constructed
in [4], we show that the initial value problem can be solved by solving an equation of fundamental
Lie type for the Vessiot group G. This, in turn, allows us to conclude that if the group G is
solvable, then the initial value problem can be solved by quadratures. We illustrate this with
a number of examples. The relationship between our approach and the approach given in [8] is
described in Appendix A. An example given in the appendix compares the two approaches.
2 Pfaffian systems and reduction
In this section we give the definition of a Pfaffian system and summarize some basic facts about
their reduction by a symmetry group.
2.1 Pfaffian systems
A constant rank Pfaffian system is given by a constant rank sub-bundle I Ă T ˚M . An integral
manifold of I is a smooth immersion s : N Ñ M such that s˚I “ 0. If N is an open interval,
then we call s an integral curve of I, [6].
A local first integral of a Pfaffian system I is a smooth function F : U Ñ R, defined on an
open set U ĂM , such that dF P I. For each point x PM we define
I8x “ tdFx |F is a local first integral, defined about xu.
We shall assume that I8 “ ŤxPMI8x is a constant rank bundle on M . It is easy to verify that I8
is the (unique) maximal, completely integrable, Pfaffian sub-system of I. Granted additional
regularity conditions (see below), the bundle I8 can be computed algorithmically using the
derived sequence of I.
The derived system I 1 Ă I of a Pfaffian system I is defined pointwise by
I 1x “ spantθx | θ P SpIq and dθ ” 0 mod Iu,
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where SpIq are the sections of I. The system I is integrable if it satisfies the Frobenius condition
I 1 “ I. Letting Ip0q “ I, and assuming Ipkq is constant rank, we define the derived sequence
inductively by
Ipk`1q “ `Ipkq˘1, k “ 0, 1, . . . , N,
where N is the smallest integer such that IpN`1q “ IpNq. Therefore I8 “ IpNq whenever the
sets Ipkq are constant rank bundles. More information about the derived sequence can be found
in [6].
2.2 Reduction of Pfaffian systems
A Lie group G acting on M is a symmetry group of the Pfaffian system I if
g˚I “ I, for all g P G.
The group G acts regularly on M if the quotient map qG : M ÑM{G is a smooth submersion.
Let Γ denote the Lie algebra of infinitesimal generators for the action of G on M and let Γ Ă TM
be its pointwise span. Then Γ “ kerpqG˚q. Assume from now on that the action of G on M is
regular and a symmetry group of I.
The reduction I{G of I by the symmetry group G is defined by
I{G “  θ¯ P Λ1pM{Gq |qG˚θ¯ P I(. (2.1)
Let annpIq Ă TM be the annihilating space of I,
annpIq “  X P TM | θpXq “ 0 for all θ P I(.
It is easy to check that I{G is constant rank if and only if Γ X annpIq is constant rank [2] in
which case
rankpI{Gq “ rankpIq ´ ` rankpΓq ´ rankpΓX annpIqq˘ “ rankpannpΓq X Iq.
The annihilating space annpIq is G invariant and satisfies [12],
qG˚pannpIqq “ annpI{Gq. (2.2)
For examples on computing I{G, applications, and more information about its properties see [1,
2, 3, 12].
The symmetry group G is said to act transversally to the Pfaffian system I if
kerpqG˚q X annpIq “ 0. (2.3)
The following basic theorem, which follows directly from Theorem 2.2 in [1], illustrates the
importance of the transversality condition (2.3).
Theorem 2.1. Let G be a symmetry group of the constant rank Pfaffian system I on M acting
freely and regularly on M and transversally to I 1. Then I{G is a constant rank Pfaffian system
and pI 1q{G “ pI{Gq1. Furthermore, if γ : pa, bq Ñ M{G is a one-dimensional integral manifold
of I{G, then through each point p P M satisfying qGppq “ γpt0q there exists a unique lift
σ : pa, bq Ñ M of γ which is an integral manifold of I satisfying σpt0q “ p. The lifted curve σ
can be found by solving an equation of fundamental Lie type.
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Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Then, given a curve α : pa, bq Ñ g, the system of ODE
9λptq “ pLλq˚pαptqq (2.4)
for the curve λ : RÑ G is called an equation of fundamental Lie type. Given α in equation (2.4),
the curve λ can be found globally over the entire interval pa, bq. See [5, p. 55] for more information
about equations of Lie type. If G is simply connected and g is solvable, then an equation of
fundamental Lie type can be solved by quadratures, see [5, Proposition 4, p. 60].
Proof. The first statement in Theorem 2.1 is proved in [2]. For the second statement concerning
the lifting of integral curves γ we begin by noting that since G is free we may, by using a G-
invariant Riemannian metric on M , write
I “ qG˚pI{Gq ‘K, (2.5)
where q˚pI{Gq is the pullback bundle and K is its G-invariant orthogonal complement in I.
The transversality condition (2.3) implies that
rankpKq “ dimG and annpKq X kerpqG˚q “ 0.
Therefore annpKq is a horizontal space for the principal bundle M Ñ M{G. Consequently,
since γ is an integral curve of I{G, a lift σ which is an integral curve of I satisfies on account
of equation (2.5), σ˚pKq “ 0. Therefore σ is a horizontal lift for the connection annpKq on the
principal bundle M . But the system of ODE determining a horizontal lift for a connection on
a principal bundle is precisely an equation of fundamental Lie type for the structure group G,
see [14, p. 69]. 
Remark 2.2. There are two standard ways to find a lift σ : pa, bq ÑM of γ. To describe them
let p PM satisfy qGppq “ γpt0q. We now describe how to find the lift satisfying σpt0q “ p.
The first way is to start with any lift σˆ : pa, bq Ñ M of γ satisfying σˆpt0q “ p. Then
define a lift σptq “ λptqσˆptq, where λ : pa, bq Ñ G and λpt0q “ eG. The requirement that σ be
an integral curve of I is equivalent to λ satisfying an equation of fundamental Lie type. The
equation of Lie type is easily determined algebraically from I and σˆ.
The second way to find the lift σ is to assume γ : pa, bq Ñ M{G is an embedding. Then
let S “ γpa, bq and P “ q´1G pSq. Theorem 2.1 states that the restriction pIqP is the Pfaffian
system for an equation of fundamental Lie type in the sense of [10] or [11]. We then compute
the maximal integral manifold through p P P in order to find γ.
3 Hyperbolic Pfaffian systems
A constant rank Pfaffian system I is said to be hyperbolic of class s (see [8]) if the following
holds. About each point x PM there exists an open set U and a coframe tθ1, . . . , θs, pω, ppi, qω, qpiu
on U such that
I “ span  θ1, . . . , θs(
and the following structure equations hold,
dθi ” 0 mod I, 1 ď i ď s´ 2,
dθs´1 ” pω ^ ppi mod I,
dθs ” qω ^ qpi mod I.
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The two Pfaffian systems pV and qV defined bypV “ span  θi, ppi, pω(, qV “ span  θi, qpi, qω( (3.1)
are called the associated characteristic or singular systems of I. They are important invariants
of I. Let pV 8 and qV 8 be the corresponding subspaces of first integrals for the singular Pfaffian
systems pV and qV in (3.1) of the hyperbolic Pfaffian system I. A locally defined function F
satisfying dF P pV 8 or dF P qV 8 is called an intermediate integral of I or a Darboux invariant
of I. We will call pV 8 and qV 8 the spaces of intermediate integrals of I. The hyperbolic system I
is said to be Darboux integrable if I8 “ 0, andpV ` qV 8 “ T ˚M and pV 8 ` qV “ T ˚M. (3.2)
See [4] and Theorem 4.3 in [1]. In particular Theorem 4.3 in [1] shows that the conditions in (3.2)
implypV 8 X qV 8 “ 0.
For more information about hyperbolic Pfaffian systems see the article [8] where the gene-
ral theory of hyperbolic exterior differential systems is developed in detail. The definition of
a hyperbolic exterior differential system is generalized in [4], see Section 5.2.
The characteristic directions for a hyperbolic system I with singular systems pV and qV are
ann
`pV ˘ and annpqV q [8]. A non-characteristic integral curve is an immersion γ : pa, bq Ñ M
which is a one-dimensional integral manifold of I such that
9γptq R ann`pV ˘ and 9γptq R annpqV q, for all t P pa, bq. (3.3)
Given a non-characteristic integral curve γ : pa, bq Ñ M of I, a solution to the Cauchy or
initial value problem for γ is a 2-dimensional integral manifold s : N Ñ M of I such that
γpa, bq Ă spNq. A local solution to the Cauchy problem about a point x P γpa, bq is an open
neighbourhood U ĂM , x P U , and a 2-dimensional integral manifold s : N Ñ U of I such that
γpa, bq X U Ă spNq.
Hyperbolic Pfaffian systems of class s “ 3 are closely related to hyperbolic partial differential
equations in the plane [13]. Specifically, a hyperbolic PDE in the plane
F px, y, u, ux, uy, uxx, uxy, uyyq “ 0 (3.4)
defines a 7-dimensional submanifold M Ă J2pR2,Rq. Let I be the rank 3 Pfaffian system which
is the restriction of the rank 3 contact system on J2pR2,Rq to M . The following structure
equations proven in [13] show that I is a class s “ 3 hyperbolic Pfaffian system.
Theorem 3.1. Let I be the rank 3 Pfaffian system on the 7-manifold M defined by the hy-
perbolic PDE in the plane in (3.4). About each point p P M there exists a local coframe
tθi, ωa, piau0ďiď2,1ďaď2 such that
I “ span  θ0, θ1, θ2(,
and
dθ0 “ θ1 ^ ω1 ` θ2 ^ ω2 mod  θ0(,
dθ1 “ ω1 ^ pi1 ` µ1θ2 ^ pi2 mod
 
θ0, θ1
(
,
dθ2 “ ω2 ^ pi2 ` µ2θ1 ^ pi1 mod
 
θ0, θ2
(
, (3.5)
where µ1, µ2 are the Monge–Ampere invariants. The invariant conditions µ1 “ µ2 “ 0 are
satisfied if and only if (3.4) is locally a Monge–Ampere equation.
The article by Gardner and Kamran [13] gives an algorithm to construct the coframe in
equations (3.5). The corresponding singular systems pV and qV are denoted by CpIF , dM1q
and CpIF , dM2q in [13], and in frame (3.5), pV “ tθ0, θ1, θ2, ω1, pi1u and qV “ tθ0, θ1, θ2, ω2, pi2u.
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4 The Vessiot group and the quotient representation
4.1 The quotient representation
We now explain the fundamental role played by the quotient of a Pfaffian system by a symmetry
group in the theory of Darboux integrability. See [1, Section 6, p. 20] (with L “ Gdiag) for more
information and detailed proofs of the following key theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let Ki, i “ 1, 2 be constant rank Pfaffian systems on Mi, i “ 1, 2 of codimen-
sion 2, and satisfying K8i “ 0. Consider a Lie group G which acts freely and regularly on Mi,
is a common symmetry group of both K1 and K2 and acts transversely to K1 and K2. Assume
also that the action of the diagonal subgroup Gdiag Ă G ˆ G on M1 ˆM2 is regular and acts
transversely to K 11 `K 12.
piq The sum K1`K2 on M1ˆM2 is a constant rank, Darboux integrable, hyperbolic Pfaffian
system.
piiq The singular Pfaffian systems for K1 `K2 are
xW “ K1 ` T ˚M2 and |W “ T ˚M1 `K2.
piiiq The quotient differential system I “ pK1 `K2q{Gdiag on M “ pM1 ˆM2q{Gdiag is a con-
stant rank hyperbolic Pfaffian system which is Darboux integrable.
pivq The singular Pfaffian systems for the quotient system I are
pV “ `K1 ` T ˚M2˘{Gdiag “ xW {Gdiag and qV “ `T ˚M1 `K2˘{Gdiag “ |W {Gdiag.
pvq The spaces of intermediate integrals for I are
pV 8 “ p0` T ˚M2q{Gdiag “ xW8{Gdiag and qV 8 “ pT ˚M1 ` 0q{Gdiag “ |W8{Gdiag.
The sums of the type K1 `K2 in Theorem 4.1 are defined precisely as
K1 `K2 “ pi1˚ pK1q ` pi2˚ pK2q, (4.1)
where pii : M1 ˆM2 ÑMi.
Theorem 4.1 shows how Darboux integrable hyperbolic Pfaffian systems can be constructed
using the group reduction of pairs of Pfaffian systems. It is a remarkable fact, established in [4],
that the converse is true locally, that is, every Darboux integrable hyperbolic system can be
realized locally as a non-trivial quotient of a pair of Pfaffian systems with a common symmetry
group. The precise formulation of this result is as follows.
Theorem 4.2. Let I be a Darboux integrable hyperbolic Pfaffian system on a manifold M and
let pV and qV be the singular Pfaffian systems as in (3.1). Fix a point x0 in M and let
piq M1 and M2 be the maximal integral manifolds of pV 8 and qV 8 through x0, and
piiq K1 and K2 be the restrictions of pV and qV to M1 and M2 respectively.
Then there are open sets U ĂM , U1 ĂM1, U2 ĂM2, each containing x0, and a local action of
a Lie group G on U1 and U2 which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1 and such that
U “ pU1 ˆ U2q{Gdiag, IU “ ppK1 `K2qU1ˆU2q {Gdiag, (4.2)
and properties pivq and pvq in Theorem 4.1 hold on U .
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The group G appearing in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 is called the Vessiot group of the Darboux
integrable system I. We shall refer to (4.2) or piiiq in Theorem 4.1 as the canonical quotient
representation for a Darboux integrable hyperbolic Pfaffian system I.
Remark 4.3. It is an algorithmic (but non-trivial) process to find the group G and its action
in Theorem 4.2. The Lie algebra of infinitesimal generators of G can be found algebraically,
while finding the action of G may require solving a system of Lie type [9, 10].
5 Solving the Cauchy initial value problem
for Darboux integrable systems
In this section we solve the initial value problem for a Darboux integrable hyperbolic Pfaffian
system and give a proof of Theorem 1.1. In the second subsection we outline how to extend these
results to the general case of Darboux integrable systems which are not necessarily hyperbolic.
5.1 The Cauchy problem for hyperbolic systems
We begin with a key lemma which shows that the lift of a non-characteristic integral curve is
again a non-characteristic integral curve.
Lemma 5.1. Let I be a hyperbolic Pfaffian system which is Darboux integrable and let pK1 `
K2q{Gdiag be the canonical quotient representation of I as in Theorem 4.2. Let γ : pa, bq Ñ M
be a non-characteristic integral curve of I and let σ : pa, bq Ñ M1 ˆ M2 be a lift of γ to
a one-dimensional integral curve of K1 `K2. Then σ is a non-characteristic integral curve for
K1 `K2.
The existence of the lifted integral curve σ in Lemma 5.1 is guaranteed by Theorem 2.1.
Proof. In parts piq and piiq of Theorem 4.1 it is noted that K1 ` K2 is Darboux integrable
with characteristic systems xW “ pK1 ` T ˚M2q and |W “ T ˚M1 ` K2. Therefore, in view of
equation (3.3), we prove Lemma 5.1 by showing
9σptq R annpxW q and 9σptq R annp|W q, for all t P pa, bq.
From part pivq of Theorem 4.1 and equation (2.2) we find that
qGdiag˚
`
annpxW q˘ “ ann`xW {Gdiag˘ “ ann`pV ˘ and
qGdiag˚
`
annp|W q˘ “ ann`|W {Gdiag˘ “ ann`qV ˘. (5.1)
Now suppose that σ is characteristic at some point t0 so that, for instance, 9σpt0q P annpxW q.
Then by (5.1)
qGdiag˚
`
9σpt0q
˘ P ann`pV ˘
and hence, since σ is a lift of γ, 9γpt0q “ qGdiag˚
`
9σpt0q
˘ P ann`pV ˘. This contradicts the fact
that γ is not characteristic. A similar argument applies if we assume 9σpt0q P |W . 
We also need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let σ : pa, bq Ñ M1 ˆ M2 be a non-characteristic integral curve of K1 ` K2,
where K1 and K2 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Then the curves σi : pa, bq Ñ Mi
defined by
σi “ pii ˝ σ (5.2)
are 1-dimensional integral manifolds of Ki.
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Proof. By applying (4.1) and (5.2) we find
σi˚ pKiq “ σ˚pii˚ pKiq Ă σ˚pK1 `K2q “ 0.
It then remains to be shown that the maps σi : pa, bq ÑMi are immersions.
Suppose 9σ1pt0q “ ppi1˚p 9σqq pt0q “ 0. Then on the one-hand,
9σpt0q P kerppi1˚q “ 0` TM2. (5.3)
On the other hand, by writing
K1 `K2 “
`
K1 ` T ˚M2
˘X pT ˚M1 `K2q
we also have that
9σpt0q P annpK1 `K2q “ ann
`
K1 ` T ˚M2
˘‘ annpT ˚M1 `K2q. (5.4)
Therefore, since
ann
`
K1 ` T ˚M2
˘X p0` TM2q “ 0 and ann`T ˚M1 `K2˘ Ă p0` TM2q,
we get from equations (5.3) and (5.4)
9σpt0q P ann
`
T ˚M1 `K2
˘ “ annp|W q,
which contradicts the hypothesis that σ is non-characteristic. A similar argument applies to σ2
and so we conclude that the maps σi : pa, bq ÑMi are immersions. 
The solution to the Cauchy initial value problem can now be given.
Theorem 5.3. Let γ : pa, bq Ñ M be a non-characteristic integral curve for the Darboux
integrable hyperbolic Pfaffian system I. Let I have canonical quotient representation pK1 `
K2q{Gdiag, let σ : pa, bq Ñ M1 ˆ M2 be a lift of γ to an integral curve of K1 ` K2 and let
σi “ pii ˝ σ : pa, bq ÑMi. Then the smooth function s : pa, bq ˆ pa, bq ÑM defined by
spt1, t2q “ qGdiag
`
σ1pt1q, σ2pt2q
˘
(5.5)
solves the Cauchy problem for γ.
Proof. We first show that s is an integral manifold of I. Define Σ : pa, bqˆpa, bq ÑM1ˆM2 by
Σpt1, t2q “
`
σ1pt1q, σ2pt2q
˘
.
Lemma 5.2 implies that Σ is a 2-dimensional integral manifold of K1`K2. By the definition of
quotient in (2.1), qGdiag maps integral manifolds to (possibly non-immersed) integral manifolds.
The condition that Gdiag acts transversally to K1`K2 (condition (2.3)) guarantees that since Σ
is an integral of K1 `K2, the composition qGdiag ˝ Σ is an immersion. Therefore s “ qGdiag ˝ Σ
is a 2-dimensional integral manifold of I.
We now show that γpa, bq Ă sppa, bq ˆ pa, bqq. All we need to do is set t1 “ t2 “ t in
equation (5.5). Since σptq “ pσ1ptq, σ2ptqq we have
Σpt, tq “ qGdiagpσ1ptq, σ2ptqq “ qGdiag ˝ σptq “ γptq
and therefore γpa, bq Ă sppa, bq ˆ pa, bqq. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now simple.
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Proof. If F px, y, u, ux, uy, uxx, uxy, uyyq “ 0 is a hyperbolic PDE which is Darboux integrable
after k prolongations then Ixky, the kth prolongation of the rank 3 Pfaffian system I in Theo-
rem 3.1, is a hyperbolic Pfaffian system of class 3 ` k which is Darboux integrable [8]. Non-
characteristic initial data γ : pa, bq ÑM prolongs to non-characteristic initial data γxky for Ixky.
We then apply Theorem 5.3 to Ixky to solve the initial value problem for Ixky using the prolonged
Cauchy data γxky. The solution s to the Cauchy problem for the prolongation projects to the
solution to the initial value problem for I and hence F .
Finally, the solution given in Theorem 5.3 only requires computing the lift of the initial data γ
to an integral curve of K1 ` K2 on the product space M1 `M2. This, by Theorem 2.1, only
involves solving an equation of fundamental Lie type. 
Remark 5.4. Given a Darboux integrable hyperbolic system I, Theorem 4.2 only guaran-
tees that I admits a local quotient representation in the sense that the action of G is local
and the quotient representation (4.2) only holds locally. In this case the implementation of
Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 will only produce a local solution to the Cauchy problem.
However it is still the case that if the Vessiot group G is solvable, then this local solution can
be found by quadratures.
At this point the reader may wish to refer to Appendix A to compare the results in this
subsection with the classical approach to solving the Cauchy problem for Darboux integrable
hyperbolic systems.
5.2 Generalization to Darboux integrable systems
In this section we outline how to solve the initial value problem in the general case of Darboux
integrable Pfaffian systems which are not necessarily hyperbolic. A simple demonstration is
given in Example 6.3.
A Pfaffian system I is a called decomposable if about each point p PM there exists an open
set U ĂM and a coframe on U given by
θ1, . . . , θr, pω1, . . . , pωn1 , pτ1, . . . , pτp1 , qω1, . . . , qωn2 , qτ1, . . . , qτp2 ,
where n1 ` p1 ě 2, n2 ` p2 ě 2, n1, n2, p1, p2,ě 1, with the properties (see Theorem 2.3 in [4]),
piq the Pfaffian system is IU “ spantθiu, 1 ď i ď r;
piiq the structure equations are
dθi0 ” 0 mod I, 1 ď i0 ď r1,
dθi1 ” Ai1abpτa ^ pωb mod I, r1 ` 1 ď i1 ď r2,
dθi2 ” Bi2αβqτα ^ qωβ mod I, r2 ` 1 ď i2 ď r;
piiiq and I 1 “ spantθi0u.
Decomposable systems are generalizations of the hyperbolic systems defined in Section 3.
The Pfaffian systems pV , qV defined bypV “ span  θi, pτa, pωb( and qV “ span  θi, qτα, qωβ(
are again called the characteristic or singular systems of a decomposable Pfaffian system I.
As in the case of hyperbolic systems, a decomposable Pfaffian system I is said to be Darboux
integrable if I8 “ 0, andpV ` qV 8 “ T ˚M, pV 8 ` qV “ T ˚M.
See [4] and Theorem 4.3 in [1].
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Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 hold for Darboux integrable systems by simply dropping the codi-
mension 2 requirement in Theorem 4.1, see [4] and [1]. This provides the canonical quotient
representation of I used in the analogue of Theorem 5.1.
The Cauchy initial value problem for a decomposable Pfaffian system consists of first pre-
scribing an pn1 ` n2 ´ 1q-dimensional non-characteristic integral manifold γ : S ÑM which we
will assume to be embedded. We then need to find an pn1 ` n2q-dimensional integral manifold
s : N ÑM such that γpSq Ă spNq.
The full generalization of Theorem 1.1 is the following.
Theorem 5.5. Let I be a decomposable Darboux integrable Pfaffian system. The initial value
problem for I can be solved by integrating an equation of fundamental Lie type for the Vessiot
group G. If G is simply connected and solvable, then the initial value problem can be solved by
quadratures.
The steps needed to prove Theorem 5.5 and solve the Cauchy problem are identical to those
in Section 5.1. Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and Theorem 5.3 have direct generalizations which appear in
this section. However the proofs of these corresponding results are now significantly different.
This is due to the fact that the condition that S be non-characteristic for a general decomposable
system is considerably more complex than condition (3.3) for a curve to be non-characteristic
for a hyperbolic system.
Lemma 5.6. Let I be a decomposable Darboux integrable Pfaffian system and pas in Theo-
rem 4.2) let ppK1 `K2q{Gdiag, pM1 ˆM2q{Gdiagq be the canonical quotient representation of I
where G is the Vessiot group. Let S Ă M be a non-characteristic integral manifold of I of
dimension n1 ` n2 ´ 1. Choose x0 P S and px1, x2q P M1 ˆM2 with qGdiagpx1, x2q “ x0, and
let L be the maximal integral manifold of the fundamental Lie system
pK1 `K2q|q´1Gdiag pSq
through px1, x2q. Then L ĂM1ˆM2 is an pn1`n2´ 1q-dimensional non-characteristic integral
manifold of K1 `K2.
See [9] and [10] for more information on systems of equations of Lie type. The generalization
of Lemma 5.2 is then the following.
Lemma 5.7. Let L Ă M1 ˆM2 be an pn1 ` n2 ´ 1q-dimensional embedded non-characteristic
integral manifold of K1`K2, where K1 and K2 satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Then the
manifolds Li ĂMi defined by
Li “ piipLq
satisfy dimL1 “ n2 and dimL2 “ n1 and are integral manifolds of Ki.
Applying Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 produces in a manner similar to Theorem 5.3 the following
solution to the initial value problem.
Theorem 5.8. Let S ĂM be a non-characteristic pn1 ` n2 ´ 1q-dimensional integral manifold
for the Darboux integrable Pfaffian system I. Let L Ă M1 ˆM2 be a lift of S to an integral
manifold of K1 ` K2 satisfying the conditions in Lemma 5.6, and let Li “ piipLq. Then the
smooth function s : L1 ˆ L2 ÑM defined by
spt1, t2q “ qGdiagpt1, t2q, t1 P L1, t2 P L2,
solves the local Cauchy problem for I about x0 with Cauchy data S ĂM .
Lemma 5.6 and Theorem 5.8 establish Theorem 5.5.
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Remark 5.9. As this paper was near completion we obtained the preprint [16] which gives
a detailed example of a Darboux integrable wave map system where the solution to the Cauchy
problem reduces to the integration of a Lie system for SLp2,Rq. This is an excellent example of
Theorem 5.8.
6 Examples
Example 6.1. For our first example we consider the Darboux integrable partial differential
equation
uxy “ uxuy
u´ x. (6.1)
The closed-form general solution to this equation is well known (for example see [4]). Here
however we will find the solution to (6.1) with initial Cauchy data by demonstrating the con-
structions in Theorems 4.2 and 5.3. Let γ : RÑM be the Cauchy data given by
γpxq “
ˆ
x “ x, y “ x, u “ fpxq, ux “ gpxq, uy “ f 1pxq ´ gpxq,
uxx “ g1 ` gpf
1 ´ gq
x´ f , uyy “ f
2 ´ g1 ` gpf
1 ´ gq
x´ f
˙
, (6.2)
where fpxq has no fixed points.
The standard rank 3 Pfaffian system for the PDE in equation 6.1 is given on a 7-manifold M
with coordinates px, y, u, ux, uy, uxx, uyyq by
I “ span
"
θ “ du´ uxdx´ uydy, θx “ dux ´ uxxdx´ uxuy
u´ xdy,
θy “ duy ´ uxuy
u´ xdx´ uyydy
*
.
With
pω “ dx, ppi “ uxdˆuxx
ux
` 1
u´ x
˙
, qω “ dy, qpi “ uydˆuyy
uy
˙
,
we have
dθ ” 0, dθx ” pω ^ ppi, dθy ” qω ^ qpi mod I,
and
pV 8 “ span"dx, dˆ ux
u´ x
˙
, d
ˆ
uxx
ux
` 1
u´ x
˙*
, qV 8 “ span"dy, dˆuyy
uy
˙*
.
The canonical quotient representation for I can be found be found using the algorithm in [4].
We find M1 “ tpy, w,wy, wyyq, wy ą 0q, M2 “ tpx, v, vx, vxx, vxxxq, vx ą 0u, and
K1 “ spantdw ´ wydy, dwy ´ wyydyu,
K2 “ spantdv ´ vxdx, dvx ´ vxxdx, dvxx ´ vxxxdxu. (6.3)
The Vessiot group G is the 2-dimensional non-Abelian group G “ tpa, bq, a P R`, b P Ru which
acts on M1 and M2 by
pa, bq ¨ py, w,wy, wyyq “ py, aw ´ b, awy, awyyq,
pa, bq ¨ px, v, vx, vxx, vxxxq “ px, av ` b, avx, avxx, avxxxq.
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The quotient map qGdiag : M1 ˆM2 ÑM can be written in coordinates as
qpy, w,wy, wyy;x, v, vx, vxx, vxxxq “
ˆ
x “ x, y “ y, u “ x´ v ` w
vx
,
ux “ pv ` wqvxx
v2x
, uy “ ´wy
vx
, uxx “ Dxpuxq, uyy “ ´wyy
vx
˙
. (6.4)
A simple calculation shows that qG˚diagpIq Ă K1 `K2 and hence I “ pK1 `K2q{Gdiag. In this
example this amounts to checking that
u “ x´ v ` w
vx
from equation (6.4) solves the PDE (6.1).
We proceed to solve the initial value problem using Theorem 5.3. First we must find the lift
of the Cauchy data γ given in (6.2) to an integral curve σ of K1 ` K2. By using the second
method of Remark 2.2. We find the 3-dimensional manifold P “ q´1Gdiagpγpxqq Ă M1 ˆ M2
using (6.4) and (6.2) in terms of the parameters x, v, vx,
P “ `y “ x, w “ px´ fpxqqvx ´ v, wy “ pgpxq ´ f 1pxqqvx,
wyy “
`
g1pxq ´ f2pxq ` pgpxq ´ f 1pxqqGpxq˘ vx;
x, v, vx, vxx “ Gpxqvx, vxxx “
`
Gpxq2 `G1pxq˘vx˘, (6.5)
where
Gpxq “ gpxq
x´ fpxq . (6.6)
The restriction of the Pfaffian system from equation (6.3) to P in (6.5) is then
pK1 `K2q|P “ spantdv ´ vxdx, dvx ´Gpxqvxdxu. (6.7)
We choose the point (see Remark 2.2)
x0 “
ˆ
x “ 0, y “ 0, u “ fp0q, ux “ gp0q, uy “ f 1p0q ´ gp0q,
uxx “ g1p0q ´ gp0qpf
1p0q ´ gp0qq
fp0q , uyy “ f
2p0q ´ g1p0q ´ gp0qpf
1p0q ´ gp0qq
fp0q
˙
P S
and px1, x2q PM1 ˆM2 to be (see (6.5))
px1, x2q “
`
y “ 0, w “ ´fp0q, wy “ gp0q ´ f 1p0q,
wyy “ g1p0q ´ f2p0q ` pf 1p0q ´ gp0qqGp0q;
x “ 0, v “ 0, vx “ 1, vxx “ Gp0q
˘
. (6.8)
These points satisfy qGdiagpx1, x2q “ x0 “ γp0q. We now find the integral curve σ of pK1`K2q|P
through px1, x2q. This involves solving the Lie equation from (6.7) on P subject to the initial
data (6.8). With the x-coordinate as the parameter we find
vx “ e
şx
0 Gptqdt, v “
ż x
0
e
şs
0Gptqdtds. (6.9)
The explicit form for σ : RÑM1 ˆM2 is found by inserting equation (6.9) in (6.5), giving
σpxq “
ˆ
y “ x, w “ px´ fpxqqe
şx
0 Gptqdt ´
ż x
0
e
şs
0Gptqdtds, wy “ pgpxq ´ f 1pxqqe
şx
0 Gptqdt,
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wyy “
`
g1pxq ´ f2pxq ` pgpxq ´ f 1pxqqGpxq˘ eşx0 Gptqdt;
x “ x, v “
ż x
0
e
şs
0Gptqdtds, vx “ e
şx
0 Gptqdt, vxx “ Gpxqe
şx
0 Gptqdt,
vxxx “
`
Gpxq2 `G1pxq˘eşx0 Gptqdt˙. (6.10)
The curve σ1 “ pi1 ˝ σ is then easily determined from equation (6.10), which in terms of the
parameter y is
σ1pyq “
ˆ
y, w “ py ´ fpyqqe
şy
0 Gptqdt ´
ż y
0
e
şs
0Gptqdtds, wy “ pgpyq ´ f 1pyqqe
şy
0 Gptqdt,
wyy “
`
g1pyq ´ f2pyq ` pgpyq ´ f 1pyqqGpyq˘ eşy0 Gptqdt˙. (6.11)
The curve σ in equation (6.10) also projects to the curve σ2 “ pi2 ˝ σ
σ2pxq “
ˆ
x “ x, v “
ż x
0
e
şs
0Gptqdtds, vx “ e
şx
0 Gptqdt, vxx “ Gpxqe
şx
0 Gptqdt,
vxxx “
`
G1pxq `Gpxq2˘eşx0 Gptqdt˙. (6.12)
Now, according to equation (5.5) in Theorem 5.3, the solution to the PDE (6.1) with Cauchy
data (6.2) is the image of the product of the curves in equation (6.11) and (6.12) in M1 ˆM2
under the map qGdiag in equation (6.4). This gives
u “ x´ v ` w
vx
“ x´
şx
0 e
şs
0Gptqdtds´ pfpyq ´ yqe
şy
0 Gptqdt ´ şy0 eşs0Gptqdtds
e
şx
0 Gptqdt
“ x´
şx
y e
şs
0Gptqdtds´ pfpyq ´ yqe
şy
0 Gptqdt
e
şx
0 Gptqdt
“ x` pfpyq ´ yqe
şy
xGptqdt ` e´
şx
0 Gptqdt
ˆż y
x
e
şs
0Gptqdtds
˙
, (6.13)
where Gptq is given in equation (6.6). It is easy to check that this solves the Cauchy problem (6.2)
for the PDE (6.1). One may interpret formula (6.13) as the analogue of d’Alembert’s formula
(in null coordinates) for equation (6.1).
Example 6.2. In this next example we write the standard rank 3 Pfaffian system I for the non
Monge–Ampere hyperbolic equation
3uxxu
3
yy ` 1 “ 0 (6.14)
on a 7-manifold M with coordinates px, y, u, ux, uy, uxy, uyyq as
I “ span
"
du´ uxdx´ uydy, dux ` 1
3u3yy
dx´ uxydy, duy ´ uxydx´ uyydy
*
.
The construction of the canonical quotient representation for I are given in [1] and we sum-
marize the result here. On the 5-manifolds M1 with coordinates pt, w, v, vt, vttq and M2 with
coordinates ps, q, p, ps, pssq let
K1 “ span
 
dw ´ v2ttdt, dv ´ vtdt, dvt ´ vttdt
(
,
K2 “ span
 
dq ´ p2ssds, dp´ psds, dps ´ pssds
(
.
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The action of the group G “ R3 is given by
pa, b, cq ¨ pt, w, v, vt, vttq “ pt, w ` a, v ` b` ct, vt ` c, vttq,
pa, b, cq ¨ ps, q, p, ps, pssq “ ps, q ´ a, p´ b` cs, ps ` c, pssq, a, b, c P R.
The quotient map qGdiag : M1 ˆM2 ÑM is then given in these coordinates by
x “ ´2vtt ` pss
s` t , y “
1
2
pvtt ´ pssqpt` sq ` ps ´ vt,
u “ ´q ´ w ` 2 tvt ` sps ´ p´ v
s` t pvtt ` pssq
` 1
3
`p2s´ tqv2tt ` p2t´ sqp2ss ´ 2ps` tqvttpss˘ ,
ux “ p` v ´ tvt ´ sps ` s` t
6
pp2t´ sqvtt ` p2s´ tqpssq ,
uy “ 2svtt ´ tpss
s` t , uxy “
1
2
pt´ sq, uyy “ 2
s` t . (6.15)
It is straightforward matter to check I “ pK1 `K2q{Gdiag.
Consider the Cauchy data γ : RÑM given by
γpq “ `x “ 0, y “ , u “ fpq, ux “ gpq, uy “ f 1pq, uxy “ g1pq, uyy “ f2pq˘.
The four-dimensional manifold P “ q´1Gdiagpγpqq Ă M1 ˆ M2 can be computed from equa-
tion (6.15). Using the parameters , w, v, vt, we get
P “
˜
t “ hpq, w, v, vt, vtt “ 1
2
f 1; s “ kpq, q “ pf
1q2
2f2 ´ w ´ f,
p “ g ´ f
1
pf2q2 ` kpq ` 2
vt
f2 ´ v, ps “ vt ` ´
f 1
f2 , pss “ ´
1
2
f 1
¸
,
where
hpq “ 1
f2 ` g
1 and kpq “ 1
f2 ´ g
1.
The restriction of pK1 `K2q|P is
pK1 `K2q|P “ span
"
dw ´ pf
1q2
4
h1d, dv ´ vth1d, dvt ´ f
1
2
h1d
*
.
Taking the point p0 “ p “ 0, v “ 0, w “ 0, vt “ 0q P P we find the maximal integral manifold
J of pK1 `K2q|P through p0 to be
vtpq “ 1
2
ż 
0
h1f 1dξ, vpq “
ż 
0
ˆż τ
0
h1f 1dτ
˙
h1dξ, w “ 1
4
ż 
0
pf 1q2h1dξ. (6.16)
Here qGdiagpp0q “ p0, 0, u “ fp0q, ux “ gp0q, uy “ g1p0q, uyy “ f2p0qq P S. From Theorem 5.3,
the solution to the initial value problem for (6.14) is then found using (6.16) and (6.15) to be
x “ f
1pδq ´ f 1pq
kpδq ` hpq ,
y “ δ ` 1
4
f 1pqphpq ` kpδqq ` 1
4
f 1pδqphpq ´ kpδqq ´ 1
2
f 1pδqhpδq ` 1
2
ż δ

f 1h1dξ,
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u “ fpδq ´ f
1pδq2
2f2pδq `
1
4
ż δ

pf 1q2h1dξ ` f
1pq ´ f 1pδq
hpq ` kpδq
ˆ
f 1pδqg1pδq
f2pδq ´ gpδq ´
1
2
ż δ

f 1h1hdξ
˙
` kpδq
12
p2f 1pqf 1pδq ` 2f 1pq2 ´ f 1pδq2q ` hpq
12
p2f 1pδq2 ´ f 1pq2 ` 2f 1pqf 1pδqq.
Example 6.3. In this last example we use the system of two partial differential equations
uxz “ 0, uyz “ 0
to demonstrate the results in Section 5.2. The standard rank 4 Pfaffian system I for this system
on the 11-manifold M with coordinates px, y, z, u, ux, uy, uz, uxx, uxy, uyy, uzzq is given by
I “ span  du´ uxdx´ uydy ´ uzdz, dux ´ uxxdx´ uxydy,
duy ´ uxydx´ uyydy, duz ´ uzzdz
(
.
This is a decomposable Pfaffian system (Section 5.2) with n1 “ 2, p1 “ 3 and n2 “ 1, p2 “ 1.
The canonical quotient representation for the Darboux integrable system I is given by taking
M1 “ J2pR,Rq and M2 “ J2pR2,Rq with
K1 “ spantdw ´ wzdz, dwz ´ wzzdzu,
K2 “ spantdv ´ vxdx´ vydy, dvx ´ vxxdx´ vxydy, dvy ´ vxydx´ vyydyu. (6.17)
Then I “ pK1 `K2q{G where the action of G “ R is given in coordinates by
c ¨ pz, w,wz, wzzq “ pz, w ` c, wz, wzzq,
c ¨ px, y, v, vx, vy, vxx, vxy, vyyq “ px, y, v ´ c, vx, vy, vxx, vxy, vyyq, c P R.
The quotient map qGdiag : M1ˆM2 ÑM written in the above coordinates is easily found to be
qGdiagpz, w,wz, wzz;x, y, v, vx, vy, vxx, vxy, vyyq “ px, y, z, u “ w ` v,
ux “ vx, uy “ vy, uz “ wz, uxx “ vxx, uxy “ vxy, uyy “ vyy, uzz “ wzzq. (6.18)
Let apx, yq be a function of two variables and kpξq a function of one, and let S be the following
non-characteristic two-dimensional integral manifold of I,
S “ `x, y, z “ x` y, u “ apx, yq, ux “ ax ´ kpx` yq, uy “ ay ´ kpx` yq,
uz “ kpx` yq, uxx “ axx ´ k1px` yq, xy “ axy ´ k1px` yq,
uyy “ ayy ´ k1px` yq, uzz “ k1px` yq
˘
. (6.19)
We proceed using Lemma 5.6. The set P “ q´1GdiagpSq is a 3-dimensional manifold. With
parameters x, y, v it is easily determined from equations (6.18) and (6.19) to be
P “ `z “ x` y, w “ apx, yq ´ v, wz “ kpx` yq, uzz “ k1px` yq;
x, y, v, vx “ ax ´ kpx` yq, vy “ ay ´ kpx` yq, vxx “ axx ´ k1px` yq,
vxy “ axy ´ k1px` yq, vyy “ ayy ´ k1px` yq
˘
. (6.20)
On P we have from (6.17),
pK1 `K2q|P “ span
 
dv ´ pax ´ k1px` yqqdx´ pay ´ k1px` yqqdy
(
. (6.21)
We now find, as in Lemma 5.6, the maximal 2-dimensional integral manifold L for the Lie system
in equation (6.21) subject to the initial conditions px “ 0, y “ 0, vp0, 0q “ ap0, 0qq. We obtain
v “ apx, yq ´
ż x`y
0
kpξqdξ, (6.22)
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and this determines L Ă M1 ˆM2 in Lemma 5.6. With w “ apx, yq ´ v from equation (6.20),
where v is given in (6.22), we find the manifolds Li in Lemma (5.7) to be (with n1 “ 2 and n2 “ 1)
L1 “ pi1pLq “
ˆ
z, w “
ż z
0
kpξqdξ, wz “ kpzq, wzz “ k1pzq
˙
,
L2 “ pi2pLq “
ˆ
x, y, v “ apx, yq ´
ż x`y
0
kpξqdξ, vx “ ax ´ kpx` yq, vy “ ay ´ kpx` yq,
vxx “ axx´ k1px`yq, vxy “ axy´ k1px`yq, vyy “ ayy´ k1px`yq˙ . (6.23)
We now apply Theorem 5.8 to find the solution to the Cauchy problem. With u “ w ` v from
equation (6.18) and substituting for w and v in (6.23) we have
upx, y, zq “
ż z
0
kpξqdξ ` apx, yq ´
ż x`y
0
kpξqdξ “ apx, yq `
ż z
x`y
kpξqdξ.
A The classical theory and a second approach
In this appendix we recall the classical theory for solving the Cauchy problem for Darboux
integrable hyperbolic systems as given in Remark 9.4 of [1] (demonstrated in [8]) and then relate
this approach to the approach taken to solve the initial value problem given by Theorem 5.3.
This will lead to an alternative but equivalent method of solution to the Cauchy problem which
again requires solving equations of fundamental Lie type. Example A.3 below demonstrates the
theory.
We denote by I the Pfaffian exterior differential system (EDS) generated by the sections
of I. If p : M Ñ N is a surjective submersion we define the reduction of I by p as
I{p “  θ P Ω˚pNq |p˚θ P I(. (A.1)
If G is a symmetry group then I{G “ I{qG. For more details on EDS reduction see [3].
Let I be a Darboux integrable hyperbolic Pfaffian system and let G, Mi, Ki be the data for
the canonical quotient representation of I as in Theorem 4.1 or 4.2. Let pii : M1 ˆM2 Ñ Mi
and let qiG : Mi Ñ Mi{G be the quotient maps. The compositions q1G ˝ pi1 and q2G ˝ pi2 are
invariant with respect to the diagonal action of G on M1 ˆM2 and therefore these maps factor
through qGdiag . Accordingly we can define the surjective submersions pi : M Ñ Mi{G so that
the following diagram commutes (see also [1, equation (6.6), p. 21]):
pK1 `K2,M1 ˆM2q
pI,Mq
pK2,M2q
pK2{G,M2{Gq .
pK1,M1q
pK1{G,M1{Gq
...................................................
....
qGdiag
........................................................................................................................
.
p2
...................................................................................................
.
pi2
...................................................
....
q2G
...........................................................................................................................
p1
....................................................................................................
pi1
...................................................
....
q1G (A.2)
The commutativity of diagram (A.2) means that the Pfaffian systems Ki satisfy (see Theo-
rem 3.1 in [1])
Ki{G “ I{pi and pK1 `K2q{pii “ Ki. (A.3)
It is important to note that the maps qGdiag : pK1`K2,M1ˆM2q Ñ pI,Mq and qiG : pKi,Miq Ñ
pKi{G,Mi{Gq in diagram (A.2) all satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 except that G may not
act transversally to K 1i. In this case Ki{G will not be a Pfaffian system. This is demonstrated
in Example A.3. The maps pi : pI,Mq Ñ pKi{G,M{Giq are shown in [1] to be integrable
extensions [7]. In particular the maps pi map integral manifolds of I to integral manifolds
of Ki{G.
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A.1 The classical method
To describe the classical integration method we assume that the two integrable distributions qV 8
and pV 8 are regular so that the two maps to the leaf spaces p˜1 : M Ñ M{annpqV 8q and
p˜2 : M ÑM{annppV 8q are smooth submersions. By using definition (A.1) we can then construct
the following diagram
`I{p˜1,M{ann`qV 8˘˘ pI,Mq `I{p˜2,M{ann`pV 8˘˘....................................................................................... p˜1 ...................................................................................p˜2 (A.4)
The quotient spaces M{annppV 8q and M{annpqV 8q are thought of as the spaces of intermediate
integrals in the sense that
qV 8 “ p˜1˚`T ˚pM{annpqV 8qq˘ and pV 8 “ p˜2˚`T ˚pM{annppV 8qq˘.
The first of these equations implies that if F : M{annpqV 8q Ñ R, then p˜1˚pdF q takes values
in qV 8, and that a local basis of sections for qV 8 can be constructed in this way. A similar
statement holds for pV 8.
Let γ : pa, bq ÑM be a non-characteristic integral curve of the Darboux integrable hyperbolic
system I. We project the curve γ into the spaces of intermediate integrals by
γ˜i “ p˜i ˝ γ. (A.5)
The γi are integral curves of I{p˜i. Now let N ĂM be the inverse image of the product curves
N “ pp˜1, p˜2q´1 pγ˜1pa, bq, γ˜2pa, bqq .
Then I|N is a Frobenius system. By determining the maximal integral manifold of I|N through
a point γpt0q of I|N , one determines a local solution to the initial value problem. This is the
classical method.
It is important to note that in the classical method the Vessiot group G does not appear
and there is no reason to expect that the Frobenius system I|N can be integrated by using
equations of Lie type.
A.2 A second method and the comparison
The relationship between the classical method and Theorem 5.3 can be described using dia-
gram (A.2) once we make one key observation. Namely that diagram (A.4) can be identified
with the bottom row of diagram (A.2). To show how that identification can be made, suppose
that the manifolds Mi are connected, then the spaces of intermediate integrals M{annpqV 8q
and M{annppV 8q may be identified with the two quotient spaces Mi{G. In particular it is
shown in Theorem 6.1 of [1] that
qV 8 “ p1˚`T ˚pM1{Gq˘ and pV 8 “ p2˚`T ˚pM2{Gq˘. (A.6)
From diagram (A.2), part pvq of Theorem 4.1, and (2.2) we have
kerpp1˚q “ qGdiag˚p0` TM2q “ ann
`qV 8˘.
The fibres of p1 are of the form qGdiagpx1,M2q which are connected since M2 is connected.
Therefore by Theorem 3.18 in [3],
M{ann`qV 8˘ –M1{G and I{p˜1 – K1{G, (A.7)
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where the first equivalence is by canonical diffeomorphism, and the second equivalence follows
from the first equation in (A.3). Similarly we have
M{ann`pV 8˘ –M2{G and I{p˜2 – K2{G. (A.8)
With the identifications (A.7) and (A.8), we continue using diagram (A.2) to relate the
classical solution to the Cauchy problem described above and Theorem 5.3. From the initial
data γ define the maps γi : pa, bq ÑMi{G by
γi “ pi ˝ γ. (A.9)
Note that with the identifications in equation (A.7) and (A.8), the curves γ˜i in (A.5) and γi
in (A.9) are identified. The following lemma follows from the fact that the maps pi : pI,Mq Ñ
pKi{G,Miq are integrable extensions.
Lemma A.1. The curves γi : pa, bq ÑMi{G are integral curves of Ki{G.
Recall now that in Theorem 5.3 we choose a point x0 “ γpt0q and a point px1, x2q PM1ˆM2
with qGdiagpx1, x2q “ x0. We then let σ : pa, bq Ñ M1 ˆ M2 be the lift of γ obtained by
Theorem 2.1 through the point σpt0q “ px1, x2q. With
σi “ pii ˝ σ,
defined in equation (5.2) in Lemma 5.2, the solution to the initial value problem is given by
spt1, t2q “ qGdiag
`
σ1pt1q, σ2pt2q
˘
in equation (5.5).
Putting the curves γ, σ, σi and γi into the commutative diagram (A.2), we have
pK1 `K2,M1 ˆM2q
pI,Mq
pKi,Miq
pKi{G,Mi{Gq ,
pa, bq....................................................................................................... γ
..............
..............
..............
..............
..............
..............
..............
....
σ
............
............
............
............
............
............
............
...........
...
σi
.....................................................................................................
.γi
....................................................................................................................................................................................................
.
pi
...............................................................................................................................................................................
.
pii .......................................................
qiG
...................................................
....
qGdiag (A.10)
Since qiG ˝ σi “ γi and the initial points of σi and γi satisfy
σipt0q “ xi, γipt0q “ pipqGdiagpx1, x2qq “ pipx0q “ qiGpσipt0qq, (A.11)
we have by Theorem 2.1 and the commutative diagram (A.10) that σi is the unique lift of γi
through xi which is an integral curve of Ki. Consequently the curves σi in Theorem 5.3 can
be found from the curves γi, which are determined from the initial data γ in (A.9), by solving
two separate equations of fundamental Lie type. This gives us the following alternate method of
solving the initial value problem.
Theorem A.2. Let γ : pa, bq Ñ M be a non-characteristic integral curve for the Darboux
integrable, hyperbolic Pfaffian system I with Vessiot group G. Let γi : pa, bq Ñ Mi{G be the
projection of γ to the two spaces Mi{G, and let σi : pa, bq Ñ Mi be the unique lift of γi to an
integral curve of Ki on Mi satisfying the initial conditions in (A.11). Each curve σi is found by
solving an equation of fundamental Lie type and the function
spt1, t2q “ qGdiag
`
σ1pt1q, σ2pt2q
˘
, t1, t2 P pa, bq (A.12)
solves the Cauchy problem for γ.
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At this point we can compare the approach to solving the Cauchy problem given in Theo-
rem A.2 to the classical method in Section A.1. Starting with the Cauchy data γ : pa, bq Ñ M
to I we project γ to curves γ˜i : pa, bq ÑMi{G. The classical method then constructs the solution
to the initial value problem by integrating the Frobenius system I|N where
N “ pp1,p2q´1 pγ1pa, bq, γ2pa, bqq .
On the other hand Theorem A.2 constructs the solution by using the quotient representation of I
and lifting the projected curves γi to integral curves of the EDS Ki on Mi. The lifting problem
involves solving equations of fundamental Lie type for the Vessiot group G. It is at this point
we see the fundamental difference between the classical method of solving the Cauchy problem
and the one introduced here in Theorem A.2. This comparison shows how the Frobenius system
in the classical solution can be integrated using equations of Lie type. As a consequence of our
approach we can identify when the Cauchy problem for generic initial data can be solved by
quadratures.
It is also worth noting that the projected curves γi in equation (A.9) in the classical approach
are thought of (through equation (A.6)) as prescribing the value of the intermediate integrals
for I along the initial data. Integrating I|N in Section A.1 is then considered to be solving
the “prescribed intermediate integral” problem. In Theorem A.2 we view the projected initial
data γi as prescribing “curvature invariants” of the curves σi which we are trying to find. See
Example A.3 below where this is demonstrated explicitly.
As our final remark we compare the two solutions to the Cauchy problem in Theorems 5.3
and A.2. In Theorem 5.3 we lift the Cauchy data γ to M1 ˆM2 and then projects it to curves
σi : pa, bq Ñ Mi. The solution s is then constructed from these curves σi in (5.5). In the
approach Theorem A.2, we project the Cauchy data γ to curves γi : pa, bq ÑMi{G and then lift
these curves to σ˜i : pa, bq Ñ Mi. It is not difficult to show that the corresponding solutions s
in (A.12) and (5.5) are then identical.
Example A.3. In this example we write the standard rank 3 Pfaffian system I for the Liouville
equation
uxy “ eu
on a 7-manifold M with coordinates px, y, u, ux, uy, uxy, uyyq as
I “ span  du´ uxdx´ uydy, dux ´ uxxdx´ eudy, duy ´ eudx´ uyydy(.
The intermediate integrals are given by
qV 8 “ span"dy, dˆuyy ´ 1
2
u2y
˙*
and pV 8 “ span"dx, dˆuxx ´ 1
2
u2x
˙*
.
The details of the canonical quotient representation for I are given in [1] and we summarize
them here. Let K1 and K2 be the standard contact system on J
3pR,Rq and J3pR,Rq. In local
coordinates py, w,wy, wyy, wyyyq and px, v, vx, vxx, vxxxq we have
K1 “ span
 
dw ´ wydy, dwy ´ wyydy, dwyy ´ wyyydy
(
and
K2 “ span
 
dv ´ vxdx, dvx ´ vxxdx, dvxx ´ vxxxdx
(
.
Let
Γ1 “ span
 Bw, prpwBwq, pr`w2Bw˘( and Γ2 “ span  Bv, prpvBvq, pr`v2Bv˘(
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be the Lie algebras of vector-fields given by the prolongation of the standard infinitesimal action
of slp2,Rq acting on w and v, and let
Γdiag “
 Bw ´ Bv, prpwBwq ` prpvBvq, pr`w2Bw˘´ prpv2Bvq(
denote the diagonal action. On M , the open set where v, vx, w, wy ą 0, the distribution Γdiag is
regular and M{Γdiag is 7-dimensional. The quotient map qΓdiag can be written in coordinates as
qΓdiag “
ˆ
x “ x, y “ y, u “ log 2wyvx
v ` w , ux “
vxx
vx
´ 2 vx
v ` w,
uy “ wyy
wy
´ 2 wy
v ` w, uxx “
vxxx
vx
´ v
2
xx
v2x
´ 2vxx
v ` w `
2v2x
pv ` wq2 ,
uyy “ wyyy
wy
´ w
2
yy
w2y
´ 2wyy
v ` w `
2w2y
pv ` wq2
˙
. (A.13)
We now construct the lower part of diagram (A.2) by computing the quotients pKi{Γi,Mi{Γiq.
The projection maps into the differential invariants of Γi on Mi are
qΓ1py, w,wy, wyy, wyyyq “
˜
y “ y, qs “ wyyy
wy
´ 3w
2
yy
2w2y
¸
and
qΓ2px, v, vx, vxx, vxxxq “
ˆ
x “ x, ps “ vxxx
vx
´ 3v
2
xx
2v2x
˙
, (A.14)
where qs and ps are the Schwarzian derivatives of wpyq and vpxq. In terms of the differential
invariants qs and ps, the algebraic generators of the differential systems Ki can be written
K1 “ xdw ´ wydy, dwy ´ wyydy, dwyy ´ wyyydy, dqs^ dyyalg,
K2 “ xdv ´ vxdx, dvx ´ vxxdx, dvxx ´ vxxxdx, dps^ dxyalg. (A.15)
The quotients are then quickly computed from (A.15) in the coordinates from (A.14) to be
K1{Γ1 “ xdqs^ dyy and K2{Γ2 “ xdps^ dxy. (A.16)
Equation (A.16) shows that an integral curve of K1{Γ1 can be simply thought of as a choice
of projective curvature qs “ Gpyq and an integral curve of K2{Γ2 is another choice of projective
curvature ps “ F pxq.
The projection maps pi : M Ñ Mi{Γi can be determined using the coordinates from equa-
tions (A.13) and (A.14). We find
qs “ wyyy
wy
´ 3w
2
yy
2w2y
“ uyy ´ 1
2
u2y, ps “ vxxxvx ´ 3v
2
xx
2v2x
“ uxx ´ 1
2
u2x, (A.17)
and so
p1px, y, u, ux, uy, uxx, uyyq “
ˆ
y “ y, qs “ uyy ´ 1
2
u2y
˙
,
p2px, y, u, ux, uy, uxx, uyyq “
ˆ
x “ x, ps “ uxx ´ 1
2
u2x
˙
. (A.18)
Equations (A.17) and (A.18) shows that the (space of) intermediate integrals qV 8 and pV 8 are
the pullback of the corresponding (space of) differential invariants of Γi on Mi. This is the
content of equation (A.6).
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We now consider the initial value problem for the non-characteristic integral manifold γ :
RÑM of I given by
γpxq “ `x “ x, y “ x, u “ fpxq, ux “ gpxq, uy “ f 1pxq ` gpxq,
uxx “ g1pxq ´ efpxq, uyy “ f2pxq ` g1pxq ´ efpxq
˘
. (A.19)
The projected curves γi “ pi ˝ γ : M ÑMi{Γi are determined from (A.18) and (A.19) to be
γ1pyq “ py, qs “ Gpyqq and γ2pxq “ px, ps “ F pxqq, (A.20)
where
Gpyq “ f2pyq ` g1pyq ´ efpyq ´ 1
2
pf 1pyq ` gpyqq2 and
F pxq “ g1pxq ´ efpxq ´ 1
2
gpxq2. (A.21)
The classical method of solving the initial value problem (A.19) given in Section A.1 is to
find the integral manifolds of the system of I restricted to pp1,p2q´1py,Gpyq, x, F pxqq. This
restricted system is always completely integrable. By equations (A.9), (A.18) and (A.21) we
have
pp1,p2q´1py,Gpyq, x, F pxqq “
ˆ
x, y, u, ux, uy, uxx ´ 1
2
u2x “ F pxq, uyy ´ 12u
2
y “ Gpyq
˙
,
where Gpyq and F pxq are given by (A.21). The restriction of I to this subset is the completely
integrable Pfaffian system corresponding to the over-determined system of PDE
uxx ´ 1
2
u2x “ F pxq “ g1pxq ´ efpxq ´ 12gpxq
2, uxy “ eu,
uyy ´ 1
2
u2y “ Gpyq “ f2pyq ` g1pyq ´ efpyq ´ 12pf
1pyq ` gpyqq2. (A.22)
The solution to (A.22) solves the initial value problem (A.19) for the Darboux integrable equation
uxy “ eu.
The alternative method for solving the initial value problem (A.19) is presented in Theo-
rem A.2. In this case we must construct integral curves σi : RÑMi of the contact systems Ki
such that qΓi ˝ σi “ γi, where γi are given in (A.20). Using the expression for qs and ps from
equation (A.14) we seek curves wpyq and vpxq such that
wyyy
wy
´ 3w
2
yy
2w2y
“ Gpyq “ f2pyq ` g1pyq ´ efpyq ´ 1
2
pf 1pyq ` gpyqq2,
vxxx
vx
´ 3v
2
xx
2v2x
“ F pxq “ g1pxq ´ efpxq ´ 1
2
gpxq2. (A.23)
A solution to (A.23) produces a solution to the initial value problem (A.19) by determining the
curves σi in the formula (A.12) in Theorem A.2.
It is worth pointing out that solving equations (A.23) is a classical reconstruction problem in
projective differential geometry. That is, given the Schwarzian or projective curvature, ps “ F pxq,
x P pc, dq, construct a curve α : pc, dq Ñ RP1 such that the Schwarzian derivative of α is F pxq.
This is well known to be equivalent to solving an equation of fundamental Lie type for the simple
Lie group PSLp2,Rq.
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